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Key Elements:
-- Redevelopment and new transit-oriented development
-- Promote economic growth, cultural opportunities, and safety

battery power, or some combination. The trolley would provide an additional mode of connectivity between the station site and the development
to the west, thus significantly extending the potential reach of future TOD
to areas far beyond the ¼ mile radius on this side of the station. The trolley
street would become a multi-modal urban street to the west of the station
site; accommodating automobiles, the trolley, bicyclists and pedestrians.

Findings:

2

The study included an analysis of current and future market and development
conditions for the Burleson West Transit-Oriented Development District and
the historic downtown, as well as an analysis of implementation options for
short- and long-term transportation strategies in Burleson. The study calls
for initial bus service and a station that has the flexibility to be converted
to a commuter rail station when demand and demographic thresholds are
met and funding is available.
------

Station design concepts and alternatives
Parking strategies
Bus to rail options
Circulator plan (station area to downtown)
Non-motorized transportation options
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Figure C.4 TOD Conceptual V

Unique Takeaways:
This study involved short-term and long-term implementation strategies for
preparing the Burleson community for future transit, specifically analyzing
the opportunities for initial bus service that could potentially transition to
commuter rail service. The station design concepts w
 ere developed for use
with either bus or rail service.
-- How to stagger transportation improvements
-- Community preparing for transit
-- Balance revenue for uses in station area

Implementation Status:
-- Encore Alsbury, 200 unit residential
development (opened in 2011)
-- Alsbury Drive is under construction
as of May 2017
-- The City of Burleson continues
to pursue transit-oriented
development opportunities in
conformity with this plan
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